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.. ABSTRACT , . 
. ·---. . . '· 
.- .. a.. 
-- ---~--
- ----- .. - . - ·-· -- ---- --· 
--
--
- . - - - -•- --
. - . -----
- -• . -- -·--- --· 
If ·t11:e plates in a joint,-,....ar-e-not initially flat._it may_n~o~t~-
- be p_0ssible to bring the plates together over the entire faying area 
\ 
when the bolts are tightened. To ascertain whether or not it is 
. -----· ----- -- ------- -----
--ne-cessary to have ·full contact over the entire faying area to aeve-lop -. 
the slip resistance of a joint, fifteen butt joints were tested . 
.> ..... .. 
The test specimens were fabricated from 1 inch thick A36 
.... ,.-., .. 
steel plate and had a single line of fqur 7 /8 inch diameter A325 
bolts. To provide a controlled variation of the possible contact area 
round washers fabricated.from 1/2 inch thick A36 plate were placed 
__ _!~_~een the -main and lap plates of twelve joints._ The diameter of 
•• 
-- -- ·-- ----- - - --·-·-
! 
·-·- -• ,-- - ··-----··-· .. -- ~ -· ·----~ .-.-· ~--·--"_"_--·-·-- .-----,··.,------·-· - -··-··-
washers used were 1-3/4, 2-5/8, 3-1/2, and 4-3/_8 inches. The remai·ni:ng 
~ 
three joints w~re common butt joints used as control specimens.. The 
faying surfaces of the joints and washers were. tight mill scale . 
. 
·The joints w~th washers between ·the main ·and lap plates had~.-~ _J 
. . _, 
lower average slip coefficients than the control joints·, but there was 
no· significant yariation of slip coe~ficients with different sizes of 
washers. The test reported herein and previous studies have indicated 
that full contact of the faying s~rface areas is not necessary to 
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__ ---- ·r· -·--- ------. 
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- . 
Present specifications for-· bolted -structural joints using ASTM 













. . . 
as friction-type and bearing-type, respectively.Cl) Shear connections 
""""'"1 
subjected to stress reversal, severe stress fluctuation, or where 
t 
slippage would .. be undesirable _are designed as friction-type connections. 
In the fric'"'tion-type joint, movement of the connected parts und·er static, 
impact, or repeated loading is not tolerated because of the detrimental 
effect on the behavior or configuration of the structure. In this 
. 
.. ·--~ype joint, "slip ___ c_on~-~itute$.. f.aJlu~e. and _working loads must be resisted .. 
by friction with a reasonable factor of safety against the occurrence 
• r 
of slip. I """' 
- ~ - -
If slip is not detrimental to the function of the connection,· 
the' joint iS de~iglled as_~ bearins(type connection and -~n S.uch a . . 
connection it is the sh~aring of the~bolts or failure of the connected 
parts that constftu.te fa_ilure. 
it, 
~ - ..... 
In s.ttuctural joint~ connected with high strength bolts, 
...:-
·· · working loads in both friction and bearing-type joints are resisted 
. - ··-~ -1 
'- • ;5, - • 
by frictional forces acting on the,· faying surfaces of J:he connected I 
material. Accardi gt·o Coulomb's.laws of static friction, the value of 
' -- ---.- -- .-.......... ---~--
. -• - . ~ - - --- - . ~----~--~---~----•---· -----~-..~~..'--·-' ----~,-------- ..;... --·•'--••~~•-==,- -• -- - -··---~--~--a-
--.a .. a.•...a-_-- .,---,.___,--.,. --· ------- ---- '·-'•-·'·• 
---------
- _,-
\ " ' 
-2~ I 
--- ~- -~ 
if:.. , . t. 
--------!:"~----
.. 
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the maximum frictional force is related directly to the norm.Ii force Bnd 
'"',.,.... to the surface condition as repretehted by the coefficient of static 
. 
. friction. In a bolted-connection, the normal force corresponds to the 
initial tension ·or clampi.1Jg force of--tlie bolts. A slip coefficient- _ 
--- -determined from the slip load and initial-clamping force may not compare 
--direct 1 y with values .of .~lie static c.oef·ficient of friction as determined , 
------- .... -- ·-· - ---·-·, - -· --- - ····- -
-· --- -- - .,.. -~ -· - -- - - - - -··-. - - - - - - ,-
from sliding block tests. 
& 
r· -~ 
. -~~-- . : 
..... 
~ The latest specifications for bolted joints outline procedures 
,; 
~o be used for tightening the bolts in a joint. (l) The specifications. 
require that each bolt shall be tightened until the minimum bolt tension 
as specified is achieved, which is the proof load. For the calibrated 
. 
. wrench method the specifications· require that the wrench -shall be 
returned to touch-up bolts previously tightened, which may have been 





to the prescribed amount. For the turn-of-nut ·method of tightening, . 
the specifiaations require that enough bolts shall be brought to a snug 
tight condition to insure that the parts of the joints are brought into 
full contact. In the commentary it is pointed-out that the percentage 
of bolts required to be made snug tigh~ in o~der to compact the joint 
will depend upon the stiffness of the connected parts and their initial 
straightness. 
, 
British specifications are S·imilar in many respects to the 




are tightened by the turn-of-nut method, the joint surfaces shall be. 
! 








. ~~=-,..-,....,,..~~~----------~----"""-~ .. ~---...--.::-·-~-~ .,...,,....---~:....------ ~ - ~- " __ ._.._,.-~ _ _...___,.,--.,,, .. ~. -~--':'----- ____ . _______ . ..:__.-...-·-----=--'='-·-~-- ... ~--~--. .--....... • __ -, ~ 
II 
- - - ... --------- -~ .... - ~ -- - . ·-
• t ~ 
1 
. ·' - ~·· - .' ·-·. ····:. .- .. ,~._ ·_ 
---... ----·-- --·-
.. 




'-The plate~· or connected parts of a joint may be out-of-flat 
· ·for many reasons. The ASTM sp·e~ifications allow an out-of-flatness _of 
3/8 inch for plates up to 36 inches wide. ~~) The plates in a joint ... · 
,. 
-----c·ould be deformed or warped by--shearing, punch-fng, w'e lding, or other 
·fabrication procedures. Sometimes the plates i-n a joint are bent 
_, " 
-- --·---- --------
--------------------accidentally during -transport- or during erection. In most field con-
i 
.·, 
nections the contact surfaces of a joint are not perfectly flat and do 
not fit together perfectly. 
In large steel structures the· plates in a joint may be 2 inches 
.. or more in thickness. If these heavy plates have initial out-of-flatness 
that approaches the maximum allowable, it may be impossible to bring the 
plates together over the entire faying surface even though all of the 




The purpose of this investigation is to ascertain whether or r 
-




\..tThe first step in the study of this question was '"'lr review of 
previous work that wa~ directly or indirectly related to the subject. ~-~ 
- ' 
To obtain more information on the relation of contact area 
.~. 
, . ~ :,.,_ 
.• 
to. slip resistance, fifteen full size joints were tested. The experi-
mental ~program was designed t~ provide c-ontnrl--l-ed variation. of the 
> • 
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2 • -R E V I E w--- 0 F P R E -v I O u· S W O -a K 
.. 
-~ 
-- -- - -,, -
•• r---1-- -
2 .1 UNIVE_RSITY OF WA_SHINGTON ;:::-._. 
---·------
----···.· -.... . -- --~· - --- ----
'':' 
' 1-· -_---~ . --
_j In April of 1951 the results of tests_ carried out at the 
-----~Ilniverslty oLWashington were -re.ported by Yourtg ana·HeC:htniari~(4 )~_ 
Twenty-three butt joints fabricated from ASTM A7 steel with four 
I 
·....j· 
SAE4140 steel bolts were tested. The faying surfaces of the test 
specimens were tight mill scale. The four Qolts were placed in two 
lines and the initial bolt tensions were established by~using the load-. 
elongation relationship for the bolts. No experimental me¥~~e used 
to measure the bolt tension at the time of major slip . 
. 
·Ta-b-):-e- 1 summarize·s· the result·s of the tests at the· University 
-of ·Washington. "·The faying area pe·r bolt as given in the table_ is .t.he 
tributary area for· -·one faying surface. No deductions were made for the 
bolt holes. The slip coefficients given in the table are the no~inal 
coefficients cased on the initial bolt tension. 
The larger contact areas gave slightly higher slip coefficients 
based on the initial bolt tension, but the spread is not enough ,to 
, 
indicate any significant effect of change ·in joint geometry on the 
q 
slip c~e(ficient. 
. . ,. 
·- ----- -----~----L- --- -- - ------ -- - ---• ·•--
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2.2 CULLIMORE AND UPTON 
. 
- --· - ·- -
• In 1964 Cullimore and Upton prese_nted their work on the distri-
-- - -----·--·- --
l - ·bution of pressure between two flat plate-·s bolted toge _ _ther in an article --
----=--=-- ------ -- ~In the "Internationa-i-Journal of Mechanical S_ciences." (-=_) Their in-
------
-·· 
vestigation was confined to a study of the'- distribution of normal pressure 
at the_ J.nt.erf_ace -of--a pair --of- flat plate-s- f-as-te~ed ·-toge-ther·:-by ·a- ·si:ngle- - -------~----- --- .. --
bolt through the center. 
Cullimore and ~pton made a theoretical study- -b-Y---USing a relax-
ation method of analysis to determine the pressure distribution. Their 
experimental·measurements of the pressure distribution were made by 
placing a sheet of carbon paper with a sheet of white paper on the · 
·sensitive side between two circular plates with a bolt in the center. 
~ 
. . . --------.---- -- -- --- ---- - -·-- - --- - ---- -- - ----------·----~,.---· When the bolt was tighten~d, some of the carbon was deposited ~o the 
white paper·. The pressure distJ:ibution was then measured- ·by using an 
optical instrument r6 measure the d~nsity-~f the carbon on~ the white· 
~ ............ -...-.· 
paper. 
.. 
From their theoretical and experimental work, Cullimore and 
Upton developed empirical formulas to be used for evaluating the 
' 
______ pressure distributidn. The following formula was developed to express 
. -- -- - - . - ... 
. the pressure at any point between the plates in terms of the pressure 
.at .the edge of th~ hole, thickness of plate·, radius of bolt hole, and 
distance to the c'e'nter of the hole: 
... 
T :...1.2 [ R 1.8 
--o.665 <i> <i> -
p- - p 
-~ . R A . e 
·~-
~. · T T (Good for~= 1 to - =="6) A A. 
\ ' . 
--~. ___ ..,.. -- - ---
' 
,_ .-.. ~--~'-···=-~-~--------..-----------___._;.-----~---- -~--- --------- --------
a 











--=----- --- - . 
~ 
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where P· = pressure at radius R 
R 
- P = pressure at edge of hole 
--. c.A 
... - - ~ 
-~----~-=-=-~---_ ___T_ __ • thickness of p·la-te · 
~~--- -- ------ -- - - -
A 
---
-~dius of hole 
-
---,-----
- ·- ----- -- ---
I - . R • distance from center of 
,:;..- .a.:. :r 
- ·•···ec ·-=- - ~ " -- ---- - • ·- -~ ,.-,.--_- -- - -- •··· 
'"· 
.,__.,.. -




- - ---- ---- - -·-. 
-- - -
----------------~---




The max imt.1_~-- p_t~, e sur_e : __ o.cc ur s. at- -the---edge--o-f--t-he- --hole---a-n-d-is--:--. -------=---
---------------~--~-- ------ ------ -- - . 
-~~-- . 
given by the following formula: 
. . . 
' 
,, 
[ T 1.3 
+ 0.5 J p - 1.a1 <A> A 
J 
(Good T 1 T 6) for - - to - = A A 







-. ::--··- -.~ -
where 
-·-------~__..,. ___ ·----~·-·· .. -.:..-- --- ·-• -
_ __ PM • uniform pressure on · loading annulus. 
• 
A plot of Cullimore and-Upton's empirical formula for the 
- I 
pressure distribution between two plates is shown by the solid line in 
' 
. 
.. -· · ·rig . J . The cu~ve t~.for_ a plate thickness .to hol~ radius ratio of 
2-.13, which is· the ratio for the fifteen specimens test~d at Lehigh 
University for this study. 
------If a linear distribution of--pressure is assumed with the 
maximum pressure PA at th~ edge of the hole then the radius Rat which 
tlie pressure becomes zero .may be- calcul~ed by equating the normal 
I__ 
pre_ssure force at, the contact surface to the- applied press_ure force on 
-
the loading annulus. The following formula ··expresses the distance ·to, 
--~-------------- -----i5 
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-R = radius at which the pressure bec·omes -zero. 
The assumption of linear d.istribution- 0£ pre-ssure-·-1s-·shown~by--
-- .. - -- -
- --· ..... -· - --
- -· --- - - ·- ·• . "-) 
. ' 
the broken line in Fig. 1. .According to this assumption the pressure 
.. 
... 
would become zero at a distance·of 1.70 inches for the specimen tested 
at Lehigh University. 
- .. 
- .The work of -Cullimore- and Upton showed that even when per-
fectly flat plates are bolted together the ·pressure is not uniform over 
the entire area but is confined to a lim-ited area ha-ving a maximum 
-- -- -- --~---,,--7~c,-------·-·--~-value at- the- edge -of- -the hole-. Moving :away~ from ~the---hole- the prtfssure------ -------------~---- -·- -------- ------
... \0 
... drops rapidly in a manner governed by the plate thickness and the 
I " - -
.. 
·- radius of the bolt hole. 
(. 
:·.·· 
2.3 DORMAN LONG AND COMPANY 
. ' 
---- --- ------- ·- - - ____ : _____ ·-· In 1965 a series of 26 tests were made in England on small 
' _....r_ •• '_..._ 
--------- -~ 
bolted joints to study the effect of contact area on the slip load of 
a Joint. (G)_ The specimens tested were butt joints having a .. single 
7/8 inch diameter High Strength Friction- Grip bolt on each side of the 
joint. _The contact area was varied by using 1/8 inch thick round __ 
.... 
washers as shown in Fig. 2; 
----'--~--.--.-:.~=-_ _.._.__..~·•., ~-~· ~_.=; ___.-__ ,1 ,-------·- -- - - --~ ~-. •- - -· -~~ ..... r ... _-~-- -· • ··-----
.-
.. 
r , . . 




.. "r---'"' -' 
-·· • ---.- ,,..," .-• ..-. -~---r.:..=..__::-__:-~::_ __ - _',_ c___:_ _____ _________!? __ :... --- ------- -- ____:__ " - - - ----- - -------' -- _-...:____-~7;_~-~-c ·-· • --=-==::-----=-=--::___ ___ --- - ~......_ 
----... -
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All of the bolts were tightened by torquing· to 500 ft·. /lbs. 
which induced a· nominal tension of 27.3 kips. The actual tension in the 
- -------·--------~----------- -- - - -




The first time the joints were tested the faying surfaces were 
, 
I ,_ 
in the "as received" condition. After the first_ tests t~e joints were · 











--- ... 1 
-- i: 
i 
··-·-:----- .grit blasted to obtain a standard degree of roughness and were __ )'."_eJ:_e_s_ted.---------- ---,---- 1 
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The test results are su.nunarized in Table 2. The washers used 
) 
in the test program varied from 2 inches to 6-1/8 inches outside 
diameter. One of the specimens did not have any washers between the. 
main and lap plates. The contact areas given in Table 2 are the maxi-
mum possible contact areas for one faying surface for one washer. The 
. 
1' . 
slip coefficient} are· ·based on the assumed nominal bo}t tension of 
..J 
-, ' 
27.3 kips. - r 
' 
The relationship between .slip co·ef=ficients and the maximum 
possible contact area i-s shown in Fig. 3. The slip coefficients for 
.. 
- the grit blasted surfaces are significantly higher t)l~n for the initial 
tests but there is no significant variation within each group. 
J • ~ 
These tests indicate that for a small single bolt joint the~ 
amount of possible contact area greater than the area for a 2 inch · 
diameter washer does ·not affect the slip coefficient. The author of 
this report concluded that the amount and location of actual contact 
does not affect the· slip coefficient i~he bolt tension is not 
.I 
ab_riormally affected. - · } 
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,2.4 LEHIGH, UNIVERSITY 
During the past eight years many joints with varying geometry ~ 
have be-en tested at Lehigh University. The primary object of ·these 
, . ..,. 
----·----·-__ ,t tests was to study the influence of various factors sue~ as jo~~~ 
,--·-~------»---------------- length, pitch, and relative proportions ~£ the net tensile area of the 
-------·-------------,------------plate- to the bolt shear area_ on the ultimate strength of bearing-type 
·connections. Data on the slip resistance was also recorded and this 
- - -- - --~ - ------- .__ - -. -· ~--
information iS given .in Refs. 7, 8, and 9 ~ the A440 steel joints .. 
A summary of the A440 joints tested at Lehigh Unive.rsity is 
given in Table· 3. The contact areas given in Table 3 are ~he maximum 
~ possible contact areas for one bolt for one faying surface. The specimens 
listed in the table had clean mill scale for faying·surfaces. These 
--- .--. - -
-. -- - ,:_ - -· -· .. ·· --· jol-nts s-b_o~ a wide variation of the ·slip coefficient with no correlation 
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3. T E S T S O F B · 0 L T E D J O I N --T···S · ~ : r., 1. 
- ------ --------------- -------------
--3. 1-DESCRIPTION OF--sP.ECIMENS-
. 
________ ... __ . __ _ 
----------------- - . -----
• 
-----·- ____ __.._ ____ . _____________ _._ -- ---·--- ~--'-" 
.....-------------- -· ··- ----------- -· 
The test s_pecimens for this study had a single line of four 
.. ·-·------· ··----·-···----·-·······--·--- ____ ......_ ____ ,__, __________ -·-·-·---... --·····-----·----·--·--····--······- ... -----~--·--··-----·--- ··• 
\ 
·---· ----7f8--inch. diameter A-32S -bolts-.~ -The·-join~s were fabricated- f.r-0m 1 inch 
' ,:·· -
thick A36 steel plate and the contact area was varied by using round 
washers cut.from 1/2 inch/thick A36 steel-plate. These washers were· 
placed between the main plates and ·lap plates of the joints as shown in 
Fig. 4. The bolts in all of the joitts were spaced at a pitch of 5-1/4 
inches and the joints were 5-1/4 inches wide. 
A total of 15 specimens were tested and they are summarized in 
. 
Table 4. Three of the joints did not have"" any washer.s between the main 
_and lap plates and wer~ used as cot1,trol speci~ens. Three specimens 
each of joints with 1-3/4, 2-5/8, 3-1/2, A and 4-3/8 inch diameter ~re 
tested .. The contact area given in Table 4 for each_ joint is the maximum 
-":...- __ , 
. ' , 
--- -- - ----
---- ·-- -
-~-------
possible contact area for one faying surface for one bolt. The 'cross 
hatched areas in Fig. 5 show the maximum pos~ible contact areas for one 
., 
·,r 
' bolt for on.Ef ·faying sur-face··for the joints testeL 
3 .2 PIATE PROPERTIES 
~ 
'Both the 1 inch and 1/2 inch thick A36 steel plates used to 
....... " 
fabricate the test joints a~d washers were rolled from the same heat 
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~ rolled 28-1/2 inches wide . Two plates 34"' feet long were used for the 
l inch plates in the test. joints and the washers were cut from a 1/2 




~o determine the physical propeI'tie-s o-f the- plate standa-rd ------ ___ __.._ __ _ 
. 
. tens :_r. •. soupons were fabricated from a 2 ft~ section cut at .mid-length 
------
------·----- . '' 
--
of each plate. Three tension coupons were t~ken from each section as 
-shown by the sketch for table 5. 
The coupons were· tested ~n a mechanical testing machine at a 
speed of 0.025 inches per minute until after strain hardening began. · 
The machine was stopped three times on the yield plateau for a period of 
5 minutes each to obtain the static yield load. After strain hardening 
started the machine was run at 0.3 inches per minute until rupture. The ~ . . 
.. load-strain relationship was plotted by an automatic recorder for each 
coupon. 
-., 
' ... ----· 
The results ·of the coupon tests are given in Table 5. The yi~ld _·. 
stress for the coupon tests given tn the table are based on loads obtained 
from the automatic recorder plots. The yield strength of the plates was 
·- --- - ---- - - ---··· ----1.-owe r tnan:tne·-·specIFie-d yie-ld strength. of A36 material because of the 
slower speed of testing. 
; 
3.3 CALIBRATION AND INSTRUMENTAT!ON OF BOLTS j 
~ :-
- ; 
Seven-eighth inch diameter A325 bolts were used in all of the.test 









the main and lap pJ.ates were ·s.~t/4 inches -long_ and the bolts used in the 
--~-'-~-~ -- - ---
-. 
- - 4 l 
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other specimens were 6-1/4- .inches long. The 5-1/2 inch long bolts were 
designated as lot XD and the 6-1/4 inch long bolts were designated as 
lot XA. Both lots of bolts were calibrated in direct tension and torqued 
-- -. (10) tension. - -Tylfi-cal-re-su1.=Es-6f the dire-ct tens ion and torqued tens ion 
. 
- . - . - ·-· -~---~---····---~~··-..,. ~-~---te-sts are shown in Fig. 6. 
----------~--- _· ____ - :Foi.1 ga-ges were -tiloiitfted-on- opposite sides· of the --bolt shariks--near 
rt,· 
----
-- ,..---- - •-• - w••, ---· .. ~ -- - -----~-•- -- • • ·--• 
\ 
~he heads of the _bolts in order to measure the change~ in Qolt .tension 
as the joints were loaded. Small areas 11/f6 inch long -and 1/16 inch 
deep were milled under the bolt head to provide a flat surface on which 
to mount the gages. The two electrical resistance foil gages were mounted 
' parallel to the shank of the bolt and were wired in series as shown in 
Fig. 7. Holes 1/8 inch in diameter were drilled through the heads of 
the bolt.s to facilitate attaching the lead wires to the gages. 
·-,. 
- - I -
-· 
,, 
. - -, . -- - .. . 
.,.->~s.~-.,,,..-




gages to bolt tension, each bolt was calibrated in direct tension up to 
proof load of ·--36 ,000 pounds. The bolts were loaded in increments of 
5,000 pounds and at each increment the foil gages were read and the bolt 
elongation was also measured by using a C-frame extensometer with a 
1/10,000 inch dial gage. The bolt tension-strain behavior and the bolt . 
..... .,. 
\ -
-~ ... _ ~~-- -- . -
. 
tension-elongation behavior are _shown in Fig. 8 for_ a,typical bolt. 
The milled areas on the bolt shanks did not caµse any measurable change 
.. · in the load-elonga"tion relationship of the bolt as compared to the b.olts 
------
--~~L without gages. The load-strain relationship was linear for both the 
load·ing and unloading cycl~s. 
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' - . 
Most of the 6-1/4 inch long bolts were used in a total of four -
tests. A few of the bolts were calibrated again in direct tension after -
the first. and third uses to see if there were any changes in bolt be- - :.. L 
- -- ---- - -
havior. The calibration of the bolts after being used checked ve~y 
closely with the original- calibrations·-.--------------·----
--·- - .t . - .. - -- -- - -. --- -
3 .4 -FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY .,. ~-=~ . .. :.. - . 
The joints were fab~ricated by a local steel fabricator. All of · 
the plate elements were flame cut to rough size and milled to final 
dimensions." The end holes in the joints were sub-drilled and reamed to 
size ... and the remaining holes were drilled to the full size of the 
15/16 inch diameter. 
All of the washers used between the main and lap plates were 
- .·," 
-~ 
fabricated-at Lehigh University from a 1/2 inch thick plate. rolled 
from the same heat of steel. The first step in making the washers was . · 
. 
·. drilling all of the ·holes. after the .washers had been laid out on the 
plate. The washers were sawed to rough size and then all washers of the 
same diameter were placed on a mandril and- turned down to the proper 
diameter on a lathe. After turning 'down to size the washers were again 
placed on the mandril with spacers between the washers and a file was 
hel~ at each edge sf each washer whi~e turning on the lathe to remove 
. . 
any burrs and sharp edges. This was done t·o prevent· the washers- from 
digging into the plates of the joints. The different sizes of washers 
~. 
used in the test program are shown in Fig. 9 . 
- -e,• 
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Cleaning, asse_mbly, and instrumentation of the joints were· 
performed at Fritz Engineering Laboratory. Before assembly the contact 
surfaces of the joints and wa~hers--were cleaned by wire brushing to 
-
. --------
--· .. ,. 
... 
I 
& • ----==----·-remove loose mill scale and then cleaned-with solvent to ·remove any-- _______________ _ 
---~--~--~--
---------~---
grease or other foreign material~ After cleani"n.g the joints were-
assembled and _aligned by using a straight edge. 
------------ - -- _____ ·::...:.::-_-:-....::--:::-
The washers· were not welded or fastened to the parts of_ the 
·- ·-·-··c•·--- ·---·--·- ·-·• -• - .... • - -•-· -· ·-------- --- -~---·---·--r----·..-....--------··------- ~----------·'--:'""---' 
.. / 
I 
joints in any manner except for jo~nt ·CAS-3. · In this joint the washers 
were tack welded to the main plates at the top and bottom of the washers 
as shown in Fig. · 10. 
The bolts were installed with standard washers under both the 
head of the bolt and the nut. The bolts were tightened by using a torque 
~re~ch only to approximately the proof load so the bolts could be reused 
in subsequent tests. A small amount of lubricating oil was placed on 
. -· tlie end threads of each bolt to prevent any damage to the, thread~ 
during t-ightening. The bolt tension was determ~ned· by using a C-frame 
. ,, 
extensometer to measure the b·olt elongations as shown in Fig~ 11. The 
bolt elongations we,re measured at approximately five ·minutes after ·-
tightening. 
Afte+ the bolts were tightened, brackets and studs for mounting 




-------3---.. 5,#-----1NSTRU.MENTATI0N OF JOINTS 
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.-16· 
by using 0.0001 dial gages. The dial gages were bolted to a_ tab which 
was tack welded to the main plates and the pointers of t~e gages rested 
•. 1 
on a frame which was tack welded to ~~e lap plates at the same level . 
Dial gages were used to measu-re the movement at all the bolt--loca·tions 
on one side of the joint and one dial gage was used on the other side 








-·----------- ,-. -------~ 
Overall joint elongations were measured f~om point~ that were 
... 
one pi.tch length from the end bolts of the j~ints. The rods shown in 
P, 
Fig. 12 were secured to the bottom studs but could slide freely in the 
.r attachments fastened to the studs near the top of the joint. The 
joint elongation was measured by the dial gages on each side of the 
joint. 
. . f .. 
~t least eight .s~.;4 gages were ·placed on __ -all ____ jo_int~ .t.e_s_te.d .aa ___________________________ _ 
. ~ . 
shown in· Fig •. ~2. The SR-4 gages were plac-ed a-t the centers of the, 
- edges of the lap and main plates-. Additional SR-4 gages were placed on 
joints CA2-l, CA2-2, CA2-3 to obtain. information on the load- distribution 
... 
as the joint was loaded. Six SR-4 gages were place·d around the niain 
·' r plates at four locations as shown in Fig. 13. The gages were centered 
. _ .. 
between the ·bolts and were placed one half a pitch length outside the 
last or top bolt. 
3.6 TEST PROCEDURE 
.. 
All of the joints except one were_ tested in a 800 kip mechanical 
-
.. 'V?' 
. --· -· -·-·· - - . -··· 
- • • • · I\ ~ •. 
~-·--=· t_Et$ting___machine .. Jdth. wedge -~gr.ips .--~-teel,cbal!S -were- -tack welded to ctbe--~,--,c~~ ' 
·-;- --~ 
... ..r ., 
ends of the joints- to aid in setting. the wedge grips sine~ ,,the teeth· on 
. 4f' 
·: . ··.;. . . . . 
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the grips were very dull. .Joint CA.2-3 was teste·d in- a 5,000,000 pound 
hydraulic testing machine to see if the s.lip behavior of the · joints · 
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At--each increment. The· f oil--gagesf on~·tne--- bolts -we·re -a-lso· read at e_a_ch __ ·._____ I) _____ .___ .,
increment. After the first sliP- occurred in each of the joints _they, 
. . .. ---' 
were again loaded in increments of approxi~tely 10 kips unt.il the 
second slip occurred . .-This procedure was repeated (except for joint. 
CA.3-1) until a total slip of about 0.08 inches was reached or the bolts 
were in bearing. 
After the joints were removed from the testing ma.chine they were 
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4. / T E S T R E S U L T S A N D ·. A N A L Y S I S . 
----- .., 
-------·-. -
4 .1 SLIP BEHAVIOR 
.... "------- " 
.,. 
When a bolted joint is subjected to a tensile load,- frictional 
-------------:;'-----
-·------·--·------ -- --
, f orce\s- a·re cieve loped :.·al6r1g tne faying -surta-ces-,liec-ause--th_e __ mal-1:1 arid 
,,,_ 
-~ 
- -~ .~ 
lap pla-tes tend to move relative to each other. These frictional 
forces prevent relative movement except for el~stic deformation until 
~ 
a sufficiently large load is applied and a major slip occurs. The 
.. 
frictional forces are developed primarily by the interlocking of the 
irregularities of the surfaces in contact and also, to a certain extent, 
I• ( 11) by molecular attraction. When the plates of a joint are bolted - . - . _.- .-..- .. 
together contact occurs only at the highest spots,·and when slip occurs 
the- -highest projections are sheared· off. The amount of movement that 
... 
takes place when slip occurs will depend on the clearance of the holes 
~- and upon the geometry and physical ·characteristics of the joint. 
-- - ------------·.------- -- ·-- -· - -- - ---- - - -
. --- - , - - -~-
• 
' . 
When the joints were loaded there. were s_mall deformations with 
the dial ·gages either moving very slowly ·or occasion'ally a sudde·n move-, 
ment of about 0.0001 inch o~~all the dial gages and a slight noise. When 
' . 
the first major slip occurred there was a_loud noise followed immediately 
J 
by a -suadeti --atop-fn-Toad .--- When the first major slip occurreq all of the 
-- ·- ·--· .. ···-· -... -.. 
hands on the dial gages moved violently at the same time. 
. " 
- The first dial ~ges at ~he bolt locations to r~spond under load 
" 
wer.e the elld gages and the~ages at th~ !Biddle bolts lagged considerably. 
• 
- -- - --- -- ----- -- . 
Figure 14 is a plr of thE! relative movements at each of the bolt 
- "!. - --
- . 
--- -•.~- - ~..-' ------ - -;. 
-¥ ; 
·1';' ------ . - .... . 
... 
. ____ .. ~~--- ' - ~~ ·-.·.,---_ ........ -. -~ --·~----· ... -·.:;::.~-----
' _. - • '--~ -_..:.. :_ __ .,: -•-'-·.:.' L_",;-..._,:·,-,_·::.;_ •.• •·:~~~•,•=-~~·- -:.•~ 
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... - ... 
..:--~-
., 
·locations for joint CA.5-1. After the joint slipped and the load dropped 
there was still more total movement at the end bolts. The_ dial gages 
at the middle bolts lagged behi-nd-Ehe--d-ial- gctges_ at the ~_!_1.d __ ~_Q!~-~- f9r 
-- _,,,_ ___________ _ 
- __ ___....:: __ ---~-
---
__ the load increments between·sl-ips and for·a11 of the slips. 
' •. 
The load- joint· elong~~i~n _a~~ lo_~_d':'s_lip beh_avior for all of ~~!_, ______ · ·






joints tested ar.e shown in Figs. 15 to 19. The joint elongation shown 
is the average for the dial gages on each side of the joint and the slip 
shown is the average slip of the two dial gages at the top bolt. The 
general patterns for the load-joint ·elongation and load-slip relation-
pi 
ships are the same for each joint as shown by Figs. 15 to 19. 
The behavior of· the joints with washers inserted- between the 
faying surfaces was nearly the same as an examination of Figs.~16 to 19 · 
-reveals. The joints d.i.d not slip ail the way into bearing the first 
time slip occurred. There were several slips before the bolts were 1in-
bearing or a tot\i1 slip of 0.08 inches was reached . 
....______ 
. Although none of the three control joints CAl shown in Fig. 15 
slipped all the way into bearing immediately, the amount of· slip at the 
first occurrence was much greater for joints CAl-1 and CAl-2 than for 
any of t~-~ je>i~l}~~ .~t;!! -~~sher_s between ,the main and lap plates. Fewer 
slips occurred in the control joints''.before a total movement of 0.08 
t'o-ok place than for· the jo·ints with washers . 
Calculated joint elongations for joints CA.1-l_and CA2-1 are .also 
....-. 
shown in Figs~ 15 and 16. 
~ 




assuming that the- joint load was cc1.rried by the gross area of the main 
. .. .. ~. ---- -
--- --_--_ -._----- ~or iap plates - from the: gage points to the end bolts in the joints. 
__ ..----· 
·'· ---·' 
-- . ..,. ___ - ... -- ·_;-·-~--- · ____ ~-
.. __ )'".::.. - - - - . 
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... 
Between the end bolts it was assumed that the load was carried by the 
gross· are·a of the main plates plus the lap plates and the stresses were 
uniform. The calculated joint elongation was the same for the contro·1 -
1. - . . . 
-·--·--•-
·- ••••-a-..•• - •-·-·•· ---•-
• -, -----------"' -·-~··-3-0-ints---and-~t-he---j-o-in-ts-with washers. because _the washer deformations were 
:• . 
not considered in the calculations. The calculated and experimental 
-·--·-·-----------Joint elongations were very close--for-al-1---the--joints -~ested up to~ the.-----
" 
point of first slip. 
. . 
To determine if there would be ·any difference in the slip 
- ~ behavior that could be attributed to the testing machine, joint CA.2-3 
was tested in the 5,000,000 pound hydraulic testing machine. The load-
deformation behavior of this joint is shown in Fig. 16 along with the 
other two joints for this series of tests. An examination of fig. 16 
" 
shows that there were no significant differences in the slip behavior. 
4.2 EFFECT' OF WASHER SIZE ON SLIP BEHAVIOR 
A su~:ry of 'the tes·t results are given· in Table 6. The slip 
' coefficients given in the table and designated as K are based on the 
sl 
inftial bolt tension an·d the· ·maximum loa:d reached b_efore the first 
----~-----------------------·---
------~--~--------- -- - - -
-- ' 
-----. -~>--cc.. 
occurrence of slip. The second set of slip coefficients are based on 
the .initial bolt tension and the maximum load on the joint before a 
. ' 
total slip/of 0.02 inches was reached. ···The slip coefficients based on 
the fi~st- -slip-· load varied from 0.20 to 0.32 for the joints with WcJ.Shers 
. t" 
and from 0·.·28 to 0.39 for the co·ntrol Join_tfh. The· only major i increases 
• 
... 
. -~-- v- .-
in slip coefficients for_ the second method· of calculation are for joi~ts . 
· .. ·. ~-.- .... ~ -_____ .. 
CA3-1, CA.3-2, CA.3-3, and CA.4-3. 
. . . 
... . - " 
.. 
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' Figure 20 is a graphical representation of the test results. 
In the top plot the slip coefficients are based on the first slip.load 
~ 




load before a total slip .of 0.02 inches was reached. The contact areas-~ 
give~ in Fig. 20 are the maximum possible contact areas for one bolt for 
one faying surface. ~ 
- ----------- .-----
---·--------------------- ~ -- -
' - -·- - -- - - -- - - -
. . -
' The test data summarized- in Table 6 and Fig. 20 shows that the 
initiJil slip-resistance of the joints with 2-5/8 and 3-1/2 inch diameter 
washers was less than for the control joints and the joints with 1-3/4 
t 
and 4~3/8 inch diameter washers. If the slip coefficients are based·, on 
a slip of 0.02 inches there is no significant variation among the joints 
with washers, except for two of the joints with 3-1/2 inch diameter 
washers. The average values of the slip coefficients for the joints 
-
with washers are all below the average· values fo_!'_ the control joints. 
~ 
... J' 
.. This was probably due to the eccentricities introduced into the joints 
by the washers. 
- ....I --~' - i 
.. . After testing all of the joints were dismantled for inspection . 
·Ph9tographs of the main plate section of typical joints with washers 
------------.. --- .. -----r ... -.. .. .. - - _ .. - --------- -- -
are, shown in Fig. 2l. Some of the mill scale was sheared off or 
--· C. 
\ loosened at the contact area between the washers and the main plates. 
The only.joints that showed scarring to the bare metal were the joints 
----
with 1~_3/4 inch diameter washers. The amount of surface disturbance on 
the main plates appeared· to be inversely proportional to the si,ze of 
' 
., 
· the- washers. 
-·-~· .. 
·-·- -· 
·------·-..... ~ -- -~- --- ----- -----
y";.I . ,,.;--- . 
~-------- ~~------- --- - -- ------- --- ----- -- - -------.--
---- .. ----------- -- -- --- . . ---·-- -J -..;_ ' - I. • -_ --~- .. • 
-- - • ' 
--~-- .•-- -- •-· • · -- •--~------- ·~--c ___ w!- · .. ----· ____ _ 
'. .-
-..... 
-\. -·~· . 
. . -
- .... 
~-.. -- . 
. - --·- ---- -- ----- ~------. 
-· 
-. t> -
.. - - -- ---- -- --- - ·----- - -
--·--
- -----
- - . 
-,-----· - -- -·- - -
~ . 
- --- -
- __ - - .... -.--------. 
- \ 
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The main plate section of control: joint CAl-3 is shown in 
Although tbe mil_l scale disturbance was scattered, there was 
. - - !~-




--- - .. 
,T -
edges of the holes of the con,trol joint_s __ • ___ _ 
. \ • 9 
According to Cullimore and Upton the higliest contact pres~ures 
.. 
--~hourd--occur at the.edges of the· bolt- holes, but· this was not the case 
for the .joints with washers if the mill scale disturbance was an 
. 4~ . t 
indication of the contact pressure intensity. The areas near the holes 
0 
did not show any greater surface disturbance than-the areas at the 
( 
_ edges of the washers. However, the normal joints did give some 
' 
indication that the contact pressure was highest near the holes. 
.. 







__ __,. --·. -
. . - . - -
: . 
-=~-------:. ....... ~:~:===-~=~---~ .. ~:...--was- sliown in 'Fig-. 9 -_ to reduce the -poss i~ le. number. of s 1 ip p.lanes -as __ ·------~----:.--,--------~----· _ . -~~-- _ ~ 
compared to the other joints with washers. The slip coefficient for 
, ... , 
-----~-- --
this joint was close to the coefficients for the other ,two joints of this~ 
series as shown irr Table 6. A~p8:rently the ·increased number of possible 
slip planes had little effect on the slip behavior.. This was al~o 
' 
~ 
apparent from the load-deformation plots in Fig. 19. 
- -- - - - ----~ ~-- ----·-- -- --
-- - - -·. ---~ -




· Joints CAS-1 and CAS-2 were retested _using 5-3/f6··.inch diameter 
-
- washers in an attempt ~Q fill in the gap between the 4-3/8 inch diameter 
-------.. 
----~-. 
~ashers and the control joints .. The slip behavior of these two joints 
wa_s not the same as ·for the original tests with 4-3/8 inch diameter 
,>" 
washers as shown in Fig. 23. For joint CAS-lA almost all of the move-
~· m~Jlt was g·radual with the hands of the dial gages moving slowly with· the ____ 
Only once did a sudden slip occur.in joint CAS-lA. 
' ' 
----···----~-,---~- -·------ --~ --- .. 
-
- . - -- --~ - - - ·- .. - --
- _.. - • 
. . 
... _ .. ___ ,_ 
.. 
. -- ...-
-· .. ,_. 
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A sudden slip occurred three times during the test of· joint CA5-2A, but 
the load-joint elongation behavior before the first slip and·between 
slips was not linear. 
The difference in sllp behavior when the --joints we_re _ tested the 
Tecond "1-,time was probably due to the fact that the higher portions of the ,. 




·-- ___ :c --
~--·- t·ight mill scale had been loosened in- the original tests._an9_ as a re~ult ,. f -···-·-···· -------· ------------------..---···-------. 
1 there were fewer irregula~ities- to provide interlocking at the contact 
surfaces. These retests showed that once slip has occurred in a joirtt 
'I 
it will not have the same resistance to slip if it is reassembled .. and 
0 
tested again. 
The te-sts reported herein and previous studies have indicated 
I 
that full contact ~f the faying surface areas is not necessary·to .develop 
.. _ . 
·-·----~------------r----------··--··· --- .the .. slip.. r.es.istan~e. of __ a __ j.oin:t .•. -- . - - ·- ·- -·- -· ·- - . ----- -- ~ _ _. __ ~-- . - - - - . ' •. - - ~ - - .. ,,_.__J __ • - -·-. - -- --·, -'-'------- - ·---~ --
• 
_ ... 
_ .. /; 
.. 
- .., 
4·.3 CHANGES IN BOLT TENSION . -
. ' 
The change in bolt tens~ion as the joints ___ we.re' loaded was deter-
mined from the bolt strain readings and are summarized in Table 7. The 
average changes in bolt tension at a load of 50 kips are·· llsted along 
with the average changes in bolt tension at the last reading before 
.. -. 
_slip and at the equilibrium load that was reached after siip occurred. 
,.. 
The decrease in bolt tension just before s_lip varied from Oto 8.6% 
for the individual bolts. The Josses of bolt te_nsion before slip. agreed 
I •- - --- • 
-----· 
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tension for the joints varied from 1.2% to 5.6% with the joi
nts with 
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up to a point· just· after the first slip .are shown __ in Fig. 24
. For this 




----did not show any set· pat-tern ·as to· which·--b-ott·-·ha
















The complete history of the bolt tension for o
ne ·of the bolts 
in joint CA2-2 is shown .. in· Fig. 25. There was a continuous 
decrease in 
bolt tension during the test. The loss of bol
t tension was not recovered 
when the joint was unloaded. 
The loss of bolt tension due to' relaxation dur
ing the period 
.. 
-~ - • ~,-- r---.-- - --- --
---- •.. -- ···--
.... " -
between tightening, of .'the bolts and. testi~g wa
s not ~e~-st.1red. · This-·· 1·os_s_· _____ -·----:--:-·-··-··-·-· 
;; ' 
.. , 
would probab.ly be fairly uniform for all of th
e joints. Relaxation 
studies have ·indicated that about 5% ·of the init
ial bolt tension is t.ost 
-
. (14) 
due to relaxation. 
•, 
4.4 LOAD DISTRIBUTION 
" 
'\ 
Electrical re·s"istance strain gages were placed 
around the main 
plates of the CA2 joints at four locations as shown in Fig. 
13.-/ The 
distribution of load a1ong the main plate sec~
ion of Joinc CA2-2 is 
shown in Fig. 26. ·. The average of the _strain readings at 
point 4 was 
-
. 
assumed to represent the joint load and t~e rlo_ads at the oth
























· · 318 .1 -25 
• " . . 
. 
. '. 
• _- .. ,
,,; 
location. The joint loads as calculated from the average s~rain readings 
- . 
at point 4 were 1% to 11.8% greater than the actual loads for the load. 
. .. -
- ~; 
---~--... ~ -· levels shown in Fig. 26 for joint CA2-2. " 
------- ----- - ---
-- - --~- -
- - --~ 
,., --·-
- ----- ~-· -- ~- --






- ·- ··-·-- -~~ 
If all of the bolts in joint CA2-2 carried----the---same loads the 
·---- -
--- • ··----·----·~------·--·--··---~------
-------------·-, ---~--.-~--.,--~--- ---~ ..
. .s• ..-....... _,_,,. .... , .. -.,,.,. ... ,. _ .. _ ··~-..---,.........-----~-..----- -·.:·.-.-·-· --·--------_-_,._--.-
·------ --;:_--------;:.;,·----·-:..··----- ·--~-·------.. - ·- -- .c-.-- '";;,j-"• ----~ --~ ··--~----- ~---.-~ .. -... 
loac;l distribution for the main plate.,s would be at the lev~l where the · 
·--broken ·lines· inter-sect -the --locations __ in __ F_ig. 26. According to the 
,' .1' ·--··------·------------ --







s·train readings the load carried' at point 1 was less than 25% for one· 
. 
- ... joint and approximate~y 25% for the other two joints. The load carried~ ~ 
"I( 
a~ point 2 was less than 50% for two joints and slightly above 50% for 
the other joint. The load carried at point 3 was above, 75% for all 
three joints. 
' /> 





-·------------------ - __ -. 
prying action of the lap plates at the end bolt. The prying action would 
< 
tend to reduce the contact pressure but would not -cause any major change 
in bolt tension. Since the slip resistance would be decreased due to-
... 
the r·educed contact pressure··; less frictional resistance would be 
------- . .,. --- - ·- ·----- --~-. ·- - ·- -
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5. SUMMARY ______ _:_:~ 
---,-,,L - ~--- ---------------_,.....,, ~ ----. --~-
- ·--- .... ·· ---;--.·~_---:::-:::-..::c-=~--.-,._c . ~-~~- __.._~_;,- ~-·-. -- . ~-.:.· ... -_--:-- ,·· \ - -· 
-- ...... --
,. 
----~ .. --· 
- . - L 
- ---------. 
' I 
------ - . • 
,, 
.<II - - --t-;-: . The resistance--of ___ a Joint to slip is due primarily to --interlocking 
---;-of the irregularities of the cont-aict·areas. When the ·frictional t, 
- ·---------~-
-- -----------·· --- . 
~ forces are overcome there is a sudden relative movement of the main 
and lap\ plates _accompanied by a loud noise for joints with tight 
•' 
mill scale faying surfaces. The relative movement of· the plates 
shears off the highest parts.of the contact surfaces. 





_, - .. - ---.----
The slip behavior of joints with washers between the main and lap 
plat,es .was not the same as for normal joints. -For the joints with 
•• 
•. 
washers there was a series of small slips before the joint went into 
bearing. 
- ·--------------.-------- - ------ ·-
., 
--------- - - - -···-- - . - - -~ --- - ----
4. The joints with washers between _the main and lap plates had lower 
average slip coefficients than the control joint_s, but· there was , 
no significant variation of sliif coefficients with different sizes 
of- washers. 
. 5. ·The loss of bolt tension for the joints with washers was within the 
'---
---
previously observed range for loss of tension. The small diameter 
----~ 
-------U.- ·- . 
washers did not ·cause any abnormal decrease in- bolt tension. !~: . ,. 
•, 
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. TABLE 2 
DORMAN LONG AND COMPANY 
TEST RESULTS 
, .. , ...... 
~ 
K Net s 
Contact For Tight 
Area Mill Scale 
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11. 8 0.34 
14 .-3 0.28 
. . .. ---
16 • 1 , . 0;: 2 7 
' 0.33 
. 17. 3 0.30 
17 .3 0.34 
------ -- --· -·- ----- --·- -- .. 
17. 3 0. 25 
18 .1 0.-33 
20.3 0,24 
0.29. 
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.. TABLE 4 -=--. -
'""--:---..,, ... -
.SUMMARY OF TEST SPECIMENS 
Joint· No. of Washe.r Net ---- ---------~--------
Series Specimen O.D. Contact Area 
. (in.) (in.) 2 
. r- ~ ... -
~ 
--
- 87 CAl 3 ----None . 26 . - . - . .. • 
··- - --











CA3 3 2-5/8 4 • 72 
. 
CA.4/ 3 .. 3-172 8 93 • 
CAS 3 4-3/8 14 • 34 
• 
'I 
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES DETERMINED BY COUPON -TESTS 
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-~ Dire-c-ti--on -of Roll~~-g----~----------:'..--
----- - ------. ··-··- ~ -----~-- -- - -- - -
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-- - ~ 
-- ----------
---·· -- . 
- - -. - - -- . -- - i - . - - .:_ ; 
.... -
• ./'' I . 
Ultimate (b) ' Static -
Yield(a) Plate Yield Tensile % Elong. 
Thick. Stress Stress Stress in 8 • 1n. 
(in.) (psi) (psi) '(psi) (%) 
1 29,700 31,100 61,300 3q:. 3 
1 30,300 31,400 62,300 32.3 
; 
1 29:600 30,800. 61,100 34.0 
. 1 ··--- -- . 29:,--900. Jl, 200 .. 6-1, 500 ------ -- 34 .. 4 
IS 
- 61, 1oef'/-1 28,500 30,000 31.2 
,_ ' 
-
1 - 29,500 30,800 61,500 39.0 
29,600 30,900 61,600 34.2 
b 
' 
0.5 34,800 36,500 62,880 _. · 31.31 
0.5 34,200 35, 700 63,300 29.4 
b 
0.5 35,400 36,900 6~, 700 32.5 
--
--
34,800 _ 36,300 - 63,200 ·~ 31.1 
. (a) Mill Report:a 
, . y = 38,800 for 1" plate 
a y ~ _{1-3, 300 for 1/2" plate 























_ · = 64,600 fot 11:211 pla~~~ __,.~ .1. , 
!'c ·u t. -
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
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- (a) Ba~~d on initi~l bolt tension and load· at 1st slip . .. 
' ., ~ -- ---::--:-:..-)-·::· ;- .. - . . {b) Based on initia·1 bolt tension and maximum load 
reached-before a total slip of 0.02 in. 
'• , .. 
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. CAl-3 None 









CA.4-1 3-1/Z ; 
CA4-2 -3-1/2 
CA4-3 3-1/2 
· ·CA5-1 4-3/8 
C.A.5-2 4-3/8 
. CA5-Y'/ 4-3/8 
' 
. 
~- .CHANGES IN BOLT TENSION 
-i.. ·- j 
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:_Fig~~:1·~·-.. , Pressure Distribution Betive~n__J'wo Flat Plates 
According to Clifl1more and Upton -. 
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